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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study was to determine whether the masking-level-difference (MLD) 

obtained with the auditory evoked potential has characteristics similar to those reported for 

the behavioural masking level difference with respect to the effects of noise level. The study 

has significant applications for the diagnosis of central auditory processing problems in 

children. The auditory evoked potential is derived from the small bioelectric potentials 

recorded from the scalp, similar to that of the Electroencephalogram (EEG). The auditory 

evoked potential is studied in terms of the early waveform (0-10 msec) originating in the 

brainstem, the middle latency potential (10-100 msec), and the late or cortical evoked 

potential (100-350 msec). Six subjects were presented with tonal stimuli that are designed to 

make use of binaural interaction between the two ears. A hardware was developed to deliver a 

mixture of homophasic signal and homophasic noise to one ear and a mixture of either 

homophasic signal or antiphasic signal and noise to the other ear depending on the condition 

provided. Using standard EEG techniques (non-invasive), surface electrodes were placed on 

the top of the head and behind each ear (mastoid). The trials were individually saved and 

evoked potentials were obtained. This study presents a unique methodology to elaborate on 

binaural interaction and the acquisition of the evoked potential. 

Keywords: Binaural Interaction, Auditory Evoked Potential, Masking Level Difference, 

Electroencephalogram. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

PROJECT OVERVIEW 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

Event-related potentials (ERPs) are brain responses time-locked to some "event'. This event 

may be a sensory stimulus (such as a visual flash or an auditory sound), a mental event (such 

as recognition of a specified target stimulus), or the omission of a stimulus (such as an 

increased time gap between stimuli). Auditory evoked potentials (AEPs) are a subclass of 

event related potentials. For Auditory evoked potentials, the "event" is a sound. Auditory 

evoked potentials are very small electrical voltage potentials originating from the brain 

recorded from the scalp in response to an auditory stimulus (such as different tones, speech 

sounds, etc.). Their low voltage combined with relatively high background electrical noise 

requires the use of highly sensitive amplifiers and computer averaging equipment. Several 

Auditory evoked potentials include Auditory Brainstem Response ("ABR"; 1.5-15 ms post 

stimulus), Middle Latency Response ("MLR", 25-50 ms post stimulus), Late cortical 

auditory responses, (50-500 ms post stimulus). 

Binaural (the word "binaural" means two ears) auditory stimulation has several advantages 

over monaural stimulation. Masking is defined as the amount (or the process) by which the 

threshold of audibility for one sound is raised by the presence of another (masking) sound. 

For example, a loud car stereo could mask the car's engine noise. A masking threshold can be 

measured below which any signal will not be audible.The threshold of a signal can sometimes 

be lower when listening with two ears rather than one as a result of binaural processing. 

Binaural processing of information leads to benefits which include more accurate sound 

localization and lateralization, better absolute threshold, improvement in processing signals in 

noise, and a reduction of reverberation. 

The binaural masking level difference (BMLD) measures the ability of listeners to use a 

difference in binaural attributes to segregate sound sources and thus improve their 

discriminability against interfering noises. Using binaural processing, a person will find it 

easier to detect the desired sound and block out the undesired sound. Because of masking 

level difference (MLD), the speech intelligibility in noisy situations is more improved with 
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binaural hearing aids than with a monaural hearing aid. A laboratory phenomenon associated 

with binaural information processing, the masking level difference demonstrates the 

advantage of binaural over monaural hearing, and the advantage of presenting two different 

sounds to the two ears. When the signal or the noise is presented out-of-phase in one ear as 

compared to the signal or noise being presented in the other ear a release from the masking 

effect occurs and this allows the signal to be detected at a lower threshold. 

Many diseases of the hearing system will have improved diagnosis if two-ear processing can 

be understood better. Hearing problems related to ear infections, use of hearing aids, and 

other neurological problems may be helped with the result of this research. Many patients 

have a binaural hearing loss (both ears are below normal hearing). These patients are then 

presented with the opportunity to treat this hearing loss by fitting both ears with hearing aids, 

treating it binaurally. The use of phasic and antiphasic signal will add a new step into this 

treatment. An early application of these findings was in helping pilots understand the speech 

coming over their headphones while flying in their noisy cockpits. Pilots can improve the 

audibility of sounds in their earphones over the background noise by reversing one speaker's 

polarity. 

1.2 PROJECT OBJECTIVES 

The purpose of this study is to understand the manner in which sounds to the right and left 

ears are processed compared to each ear alone. The aim of this project is to design a device to 

deliver stimuli in either homophasic or antiphasic way together with noise. This device will 

be used by Charles Darwin University in a research study that proposes to investigate the 

electrophysiological evidence for the effect of the phase reversal of the stimuli on the evoked 

potential response. The electrophysiological correlates of the binaural neurologic pathways 

should provide evidence for loci at which binaural interaction occurs. 

The results of this experimental study could increase the knowledge of two unique fields of 

research, namely neurophysiology and audiology. The project could also provide a steady 

and reliable preliminary analysis for future research within this area of interest. 



1.3 SCOPE OF THE PROJECT 

The scope of the project is to devise necessary hardware and software for the experimental 

arrangement to verify the effect of noise on masking level difference. The stimulus generator 

for the experimental setup is designed and verified by simulation. Then the hardware is built 

on a printed circuit board. The software is developed to control the stimulus generator and to 

deliver the stimuli. The experiment is being conducted on six human participants and the 

results are analysed. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

THEORY 

2.1. THE BRAIN 

In order to understand how event related potentials illustrate brain functions, we should 

understand and know the brain organization and structures (Figure 1). 

The Egyptian papyruses were the first systematic written medical records, and the word brain 

first appeared in the Edwin Smith (1822-1906) translation of an Egyptian surgical papyrus [21 

The central nervous system (CNS) consists of spinal cord lying within the bony vertebral 

column and its continuation and the brain lying with the skull. The brain is the greatly 

modified and enlarged portion of the CNS, surrounded by three protective membranes (the 

meninges) and enclosed within the cranial cavity of the skull. The spinal cord is likewise 

surrounded by downward continuations of the meninges, and it is encased within the 

protective vertebral column. 

Forebrain 
Cerebrum 

Midbrain 

Pons I 
Medulla I N 
Oblongata I (erebelluni 

,rnnal cord 

Figure 1: Side view of the human brain location in relation to the skull, the spinal 

column and the spinal cord 121 
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The brain is divided into three main parts-cerebrum, brainstem and cerebellum. The brainstem 

is the oldest part of the brain. It is actually a short extension of the spinal cord and serves 

three major functions: 

It is a connecting link among the cerebral cortex, the spinal cord and the cerebellum. 

It is a centre of integration for several visceral functions such as control of the heart 

rate and respiratory functions 

It is an integration centre for various motor reflexes. 

Within the CNS there are ascending (sensory) nerve tracts that run from the spinal cord or 

brainstem to various other areas of the brain conveying information regarding changes in the 

external environment of the body that are reported by various peripheral biological sensors. 

There are a variety of sensors, including the general sensors of temperature, pain, touch, 

pressure as well as the special senses of vision, audition, equilibrium, taste and olfaction. 

Again there are descending (motor) nerve tracts which originate in various brain structures 

such as the cerebrum and the cerebellum and terminate ultimately on motor neurons. These 

motor neurons control the contractile activity of the skeletal musculature. [31 

All our conscious living such as thinking, memory, movement, consciousness, language, 

sensory perception, and emotion depend on the largest and complex part, which is the 

cerebrum. It is divided into two hemispheres. [21 

The function of the cerebellum was traditionally described as motor, in the history of learning 

and memory. More recently, neuropsychological, neuroimaging, and anatomical evidence has 

converged on the idea that the cerebellum also makes important contribution to cognition. 

Cerebellar damage has been found to produce deficits in a variety in cognitive measures, 

including intelligence, cognitive skill learning, in perception, and working memory. [21 

The advanced intellectual functions of the human depend on the activity of the cerebral cortex 

and interaction of this structure with other portions of the nervous system. The cerebral cortex 

is involved in many aspects of memory, storage, and recall. It is essential for musical and 

mathematical talents and for comprehension and execution of language. Higher cognitive 

function and many complex motor activities depend on the cortex, and it is responsible for the 

perception and conscious understanding of all sensations. 
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BIOELECTRIC POTENTIALS FROM THE BRAIN 3' 

When we make records of potential differences between an exploring electrode resting on the 

cortical surface and a distant reference electrode, we are in effect recording the resultant field 

potential at a boundary of a large conductile medium containing an array of active elements. 

This is evident from what is now known of the electrophysiology of the cortex. 

Electric recordings from the exposed surface of the brain or from the outer surface of the head 

demonstrate continuous oscillating electrical activity within the brain. Both the intensity and 

the patterns of this electrical activity are determined to a great extent by the overall excitation 

of the brain resulting from functions in the brainstem. The undulations in the recorded electric 

potentials are called brain waves and the entire record is called an Electroencephalogram 

(EEG). 

2.2 SPONTANEOUS EEG 

EEG activity has been assumed to represent underlying neural processes and the brain waves 

are generated by the synchronous electrical activity of individual neurons. By recording an 

EEG with certain stimuli or tasks it is tempting to speculate a cause and effect relationship. 

The actual process that scalp electrical potentials represent is very difficult to establish due to 

the volume of unrelated and parallel activity that is occurring. [41 

Spontaneous EEG activity was first discovered in animal studies during the late nineteenth 

century in Liverpool by Caton using a Thomson reflecting galvanometer and Du Bois-

Reymond's coated, non-polarisable electrode. The Polish scientist Adolf Beck repeated many 

of Caton's experiments and presented the electrical activity of the brain in 1890. He found 

that a spontaneous occipital oscillation disappeared with light stimulation, but not with noise. 

In 1929 Berger developed a systematic description of the human EEG, but scientists at first 

had difficulty in accepting that his recordings were generated by, or even related to actual 

brain events. Berger speculated that the EEG was the manifestation of continuous 

psychological processes underlying non-localizable mental functions. It was not until Adrian 

and Mattews in 1934 validated his findings that the scientific community took Berger's work 

seriously. [4]  
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE EEG SIGNAL 

The intensities of the brain waves on the surface of the brain (recorded relative to an 

indifferent electrode such as the earlobe) may be as large as 10mV; where as recorded from 

the scalp have smaller amplitude of approximately 100 microvolt. The frequencies of these 

waves range from 0.5 Hz to 100Hz and their character is highly dependant on the degree of 

activity on the cerebral cortex. For example, the waves change markedly between states of 

wakefulness and sleep. Much of the time, the brain waves are irregular and no general pattern 

can be observed. Yet at other times, distinct patterns do occur. Some of these are 

characteristics of special abnormalities of the brain such as epilepsy. Others occur in normal 

persons and may be classified as belonging to one of the four groups (alpha, beta, theta and 

delta). [31 

Four simple periodic rhythms recorded in the EEG are alpha, beta, delta, and theta. These 

rhythms are identified by frequency (Hz or cycles/sec) and amplitude. The amplitudes 

recorded by scalp electrodes are in the range of microvolt. 

Table 1: Typical Frequencies and Amplitudes of Synchronized Brainwaves 

Rhythm Typical Frequencies (Hz) Typical Amplitude (uV) 

alpha 8-13 20-200 

beta 13-30 5-10 

delta 1-5 20-200 

theta 4-8 10 

In general, the alpha rhythm is the prominent EEG wave pattern of an adult who is awake but 

relaxed with eyes closed. Each region of the brain has a characteristic alpha rhythm but alpha 

waves of the greatest amplitude are recorded from the occipital and parietal regions of the 

cerebral cortex. In general, amplitudes of alpha waves diminish when subjects open their eyes 

and are attentive to external stimuli although some subjects trained in relaxation techniques 

can maintain high alpha amplitudes even with their eyes open. 
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Beta rhythms occur in individuals who are alert and attentive to external stimuli or exert 

specific mental effort, or paradoxically, beta rhythms also occur during deep sleep. The 

amplitude of beta rhythms tends to be lower than for alpha rhythms. This does not mean that 

there is less electrical activity rather that the "positive" and "negative" activities are starting to 

counterbalance so that the sum of the electrical activity is less. Thus, instead of getting the 

wave-like synchronized pattern of alpha waves, desynchronization or alpha block occurs. 

So, the beta wave represents arousal of the cortex to a higher state of alertness or tension. It 

may also be associated with "remembering" or retrieving memories. 

Delta and theta rhythms are low-frequency EEG patterns that increase during sleep in the 

normal adult. As people move from lighter to deeper stages of sleep, the occurrence of alpha 

waves diminishes and is gradually replaced by the lower frequency theta and then delta 

rhythms. Although delta and theta rhythms are generally most prominent during sleep, there 

are cases when delta and theta rhythms are recorded from individuals who are awake. For 

example, theta waves will occur for brief intervals during emotional responses to frustrating 

events or situations. Delta waves may increase during difficult mental activities requiring 

concentration. In general, the occurrence and amplitudes of delta and theta rhythms are highly 

variable within and between individuals. 

Therefore on the whole, the EEG signal can be described by three basic parameters: [4]  

Amplitude (20-250 V) 

• Frequency (0.5-70 Hz) 

• Time (continuous in raw EEG, epoch in processed EEG). 
40 

20 

0 

-20 

-40 

-60 

-80 
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 

Figure 2: Raw EEG signal 
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2.3 APPLICATIONS OF EEG 

As the EEG reflects the functional status of the brain, it can be used to monitor its functional 

integrity. However, changes in EEG are not necessarily specific to underlying mechanisms. 

For example, slowing of EEG may reflect either changes in anaesthetic concentrations or 

cerebral ischemia. 

One of the major roles of EEG is an aid to diagnose epilepsy. Abnormal patterns such as 

spikes, sharp waves and or spike and wave complexes can be seen. The type of the activity 

and the area of the brain that is recorded from will assist the physician in prescribing correct 

medication for that type of epilepsy [61  

Specific applications of the EEG include mapping of brain electrical activity for seizure 

surgery. Epileptic discharges can be detected in the spontaneous EEG, which may not only be 

useful in epileptic patients, but also with the use of some inhalation agents [7-10] 

EEG studies can also be used in patients whop are deeply unconscious, to distinguish between 

brain death and possible reversible conditions . Before irreversible damage, global brain 

ischemia can be detected by a slowing of the EEG, followed by burst suppression and 

electrical silence. The electric failure precedes membrane failure [11]  The decrease of cerebral 

perfusion results in progressive EEG changes followed by a loss of evoked brainstem 

potentials before irreversible neuronal death occurs. 

The EEG is also used to investigate other conditions that may affect brain function such as 

strokes, brain injuries, liver and kidney diseases and dementia [6]  The EEG is also used in 

sleep studies. 

2.3 EVENT RELATED POTENTIALS 

An evoked potential (EP) is the sequence of voltage changes generated in the brain, and in the 

sense organs and pathways leading to the brain, following the reception of the transient 

physical stimulus. It represents electrical activity in nerve cells and is a useful research and 

clinical technique. Evoked potentials (BPs) developed from the electroencephalograph (EEG) 

that is used to record electrical brain activity. 
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The evoked potentials are the electrical responses of the nervous system to motor or sensory 

stimulation with short latency potentials principally reflecting activity generated in the 

sensory receptors, a neural afferent pathway and its primary receiving area in the brain to a 

stimulus. These potentials are very small 0.5 microvolt to 100 microvolt- and they are usually 

recorded within the first 0.2 s of stimulus delivery. Sensitive amplifying equipment and the 

use of averaging technique are required to detect these potentials, which are picked up at a 

considerable distance from the generator source, and have to be discriminated from other, 

usually much larger, potentials of physiological and environmental origin with which they are 

intermixed. [4]  

Auciltory cortex \\ 
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Figure 3: Illustration of human auditory pathway and evoked potential loci of origin 

Auditory Stimuli enter the ear, and are sent to the auditory nerve, cochlea nucleus, superior 

olivary complex, inferior colliculus, and medial geniculate (midbrain) and then to auditory 

cortex for further processing. 

2.5 A UDITOR Y EVOKED POTENTIALS 

Auditory evoked potentials (AEP) reflect the function of the auditory pathway. Auditory 

evoked potentials are very small electrical voltage potentials originating from the brain 

recorded from the scalp in response to an auditory stimulus. AEP can be evoked by repeated 

clicks of short duration (100-500 ms) given into an earpiece. 
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Trigger-synchronized averaging of a defined number of EEG-segments is used to extract the 

Auditory Evoked Potential by reduction of the underlying EEG signal (background noise). 

The reduction in background noise is proportional to the square root of the number of 

averaged segments; the more averaged segments, the better the quality of the Auditory 

Evoked Potential. However, increasing number of segments, results in prolonged duration of 

measurement and delays display of results. Then, the system becomes less responsive to rapid 

changes. 

The extracted Auditory Evoked Potential signal consists of a number of waves. Conventional 

analysis of the Auditory Evoked Potential response measures latencies and amplitudes of 

particular peaks. Three main groups of peaks can be distinguished and they can be correlated 

to the anatomical structures. 

UJ DI T RY RAI rISTEPII RESPQP'1E 

WvE I Wavc, \f 

P 1 
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- - Ni 

Timebase = -50 to 5OOm 

Figure 4: Several Auditory Evoked Potentials (plotted with positivity [11 

The Auditory Brainstem Response ("ABR"; 0-15 ms post stimulus), is the initial response 

from the brainstem before the stimuli reaches the cortices of the brain and interpretation of 

stimuli can begin. The response reflects the sum of synchronous, time locked, onset-sensitive, 
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single-unit activity in the auditory nerve and the brainstem [121  .The waveform of ABR is 

characterised by 5 to 7 peaks. The conventional method for labelling these peaks consists of 

using Roman numerals Ito VII. In humans the most prominent peaks are I, III and V [hh]  The 

waveform represents specific anatomical points along the auditory neural pathway: the 

cochlear nerve and nuclei (waves I and II), superior olivary nucleus (wave III), lateral 

lemniscus (wave IV), and inferior colliculi (wave V). 

The Middle Latency Response ("MLR", 25-50 ms post stimulus), follows the auditory 

brainstem response (ABR) which consists of a series of positive and negative peaks. In order 

of latency, the major peaks of the MLR are labelled Na, Pa, Nb, Pb, and P1. The early peaks 

(Na and Pa) of the MLR represent the earliest activations of auditory cortex. [131 

The "Late" cortical auditory Event Related Potentials, or the Mismatch Negativity ("MMN"-

50-200 ms post stimulus) is a response reflecting detection by the brain of a change in the 

stimulus. They contain three positive peaks (P1, P2 and P3) and three negative peaks (Ni, N2 

and N3). The mismatch negativity (MMN) occurs at the cortical level as a result of an 

acoustic change in a repetitive sound sequence. They are relatively larger in amplitude and are 

the largest among all evoked potentials. [131 

SOME FACTORS WHICH MAY INFLUENCE AUDITORY EVOKED 

POTENTIAL [141 

Variations in the auditory stimulus influence the Auditory Evoked Potential waveform. The 

increased volume of the auditory stimulus increases amplitudes and decreases latencies. If 

binaural stimulation is used, it can increase AEP amplitudes and decreases latencies. 

Some physiological variables may also influence AEP. These include hypothermia (increasing 

latencies, decreasing amplitudes) and hyperthermia (producing the opposite effect). In 

addition, psycho-physiological factors like habituation, vigilance, and attention (with 

influence on late cortical waves) may have an impact. For example, sleep and arousal leads to 

dramatic changes on MMN. 

Patho-physiological factors may also influence AEP signals. That list includes conductive and 

sensory neural hearing disorders, demyelinating diseases (multiple sclerosis), ischemia, coma, 

and tumours. 



WHAT INFORMATION CAN BE EXTRACTED 114' 

The study has significant applications for the diagnosis of central auditory processing 

problems in children. Evoked potential testing can be utilized in investigating the integrity of 

the auditory nerve and brainstem. Early latency auditory evoked potentials can be used to 

estimate hearing loss in children. The auditory brainstem response can provide a baseline of 

auditory responsivity and a clarification of ambiguous behavioural audiometric data. These 

are the two practical uses of the ABR for audiology clinics that serve infants and children. 

The ABR can provide not only diagnostic information but also a tool for monitoring auditory 

processing. In appropriately selected cases of learning disability, particularly those where 

auditory processing ability is questioned, the ABR may provide useful information. 

Another reason for using the evoked potential response is in the area of hearing impairment. 

A subject with a bilateral hearing loss could have their binaural interaction processes assessed 

in order to ascertain the effectiveness of their binaural hearing function. This could possibly 

lead to improvement in the type of amplification used, which would allow more efficient 

treatment. For interpretation, the patient's data can be compared with normal responses and 

the subject's right and left ear can be contrasted for the difference in latency. The differences 

in conduction time can be studied in relation to the norms and for the individual considering 

right versus left, screened for reversals in amplitude and other morphologic abnormalities. 

Thus the abnormal rate series can be evaluated. 

The auditory brainstem response (ABR) is a significant element in the evaluation of 

retrocochlear function. In pathologic cases, a variety of indicators reflect abnormal latency, 

waveform or both. Such morphologic abnormalities, deviations in the form of structure of the 

trace, reflect abnormality at the level of the eighth nerve or brainstem auditory pathways. An 

acoustic nerve tumour might cause prolonged intervals between waves. The properties of 

middle latency responses (MLR) may be helpful in predicting the size of an acoustic tumour. 
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2.6 RECORDING OF AUDITORY EVOKED POTENTIAL 

WITH EEG 

Standard placement of scalp electrodes follows the international 10-20 systems 141. Small 

metal electrodes are placed on the scalp in special positions. These positions rely on taking 

measurements between certain fixed points on the head. The electrodes are then placed at 

points that are 10% and 20% of these distances. This allows the anatomic localization of the 

signal. 

Each electrode site is labelled with a letter and a number. The letter refers to the area of brain 

underlying the electrode e.g. F - Frontal lobe and T - Temporal lobe. Even numbers denote the 

right side of the head and odd numbers the left side of the head. 

A1 
- 

TB 

010. 02 

Figure 5: 10/20 System of electrode placement [15]  

There is a great variety of electrodes that can be used. The majority are small discs of 

stainless steel, tin, gold or silver covered with a silver chloride coating. These normally have a 

lead attached. Alternative methods consist of a cap in which the electrodes are already 

i mbedded. 

In order to obtain good signal quality, recording electrode impedance should be kept below 

5k0hms, with only little differences between the electrodes. If the electrode impedance 

increases, background noise and artefacts may obscure the EEG signal. As a consequence, the 

signal to noise ratio would then decrease. 
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Auditory Evoked Potentials are recorded using surface electrodes on the head and neck. For 

surface electrodes, a conducting medium between the skin and the electrode are necessary, 

usually a saline gel or paste. They are connected to preamplifiers, the main function of which 

is to increase the size of the electrical signal, i.e. to provide gain. A typical overall gain is 

100,000. Also the preamplifier can perform a major step in noise reduction, by what is called 

differential amplification. 

A single electrode pair will register Auditory Evoked Potential in response to a stimulus but 

also will pick up noise. A differential preamplifier requires input from three electrodes to 

perform its function. One of these is referred to as a ground. The other two acts as inverting 

and non-inverting inputs. The preamplifier reverses the polarity of activity at the inverting 

electrode, adds the result to the input from the non-inverting electrode and amplifies the sum. 

Effectively therefore the differential preamplifier amplifies the difference in activity between 

these two electrodes. Because many of the noise components are similar at both electrodes, 

they are not present in the preamplifier output. The Common Mode Rejection Ratio is a 

measure of how good this cancellation is. 

The next step is filtering of the amplified signal. In Auditory Evoked Potential practice, 

filtering is usually incorporated within the amplifier, although additional filters are sometimes 

required. Bandpass filtering is used. A typical pass-band for the slow cortical is 1 to 15 Hz, 

because that is where the response energy is concentrated. Filtering is rarely totally successful 

in separating signal and the noise, because there is usually there is some degree of spectral 

overlap between them. Thus the selection of filters for various Auditory Evoked Potential 

applications is a quite complicated question. 

SUMMATION AND AVERAGING 141 

We assume that the evoked potential (signal) is time locked to the stimulus whereas 

background brain activity (noise) is not. After the presentation of a stimulus many times, the 

signals for the duration of interest are summed together. Then the summed signals are divided 

by the number of presentations which gives the average evoked potential. The aim of this 

process is to improve the signal to noise ratio (S/N) so that the evoked potential waveform is 

more discernible. The signal to noise ratio improves by factor of the square root of the number 

of presentations. 
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Table 2: Signal to noise ratio (SIN ratio) improvements [41 

Number of presentation Signal Noise S/N ratio 

1 1 1 1:1 

4 1 ½ 2:1 

9 1 1/3 3:1 

16 1 1/4  4:1 

81 1 1/9 9:1 

2.6 BINAURAL MASKING LEVEL DIFFERENCE 

The term binaural hearing means the auditory processing involved in the comparison of the 

sounds received by one ear with the sounds received by the other ear. This enables the 

auditory system to: 

• work out the direction and distance of sound sources. 

• detect certain sounds at much lower intensity levels than if only one ear could be 

used. 

The binaural masking level difference (BMLD) can be summarised as follows; the detection 

of a signal in noise is improved when either the phase or level differences of the signal at the 

two ears are not the same as the masker. An implication of this is that the signal and masker 

appear to originate from different locations in space; hence, the BMLD appears to be related 

to the well-known 'cocktail party effect'. 

The 'cocktail party effect' is the ability to focus one's listening attention on a single talker 

among a cacophony of conversations and background noise. This specialized listening ability 

may be because of characteristics of the human speech production system, the auditory 

system, or high-level perceptual and language processing. Our ability to detect a signal in a 
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background masking signal is greatly improved with two ears. Under ideal conditions, the 

detection threshold for binaural listening will exceed monaural listening by 25 dB. Let us 

consider, for example, a control condition where a signal and noise are played to a single car. 

If the signal is then played simultaneously to both ears, but the phase of the noise to one ear is 

shifted by a phase of 180 with respect to the other ear, there is an improvement in the 

detectability of the signal. This improvement over the control condition is called the binaural 

masking level difference (BMLD or MLD). The cocktail party effect can thus be partly 

explained by BMLD's. When listening binaurally, the desired signal coming from one 

direction is less effectively masked by noise that originates in a different direction. [161 

In general, we can describe a particular stimulus using the symbols S (for signal) and N (for 

noise), each followed by a suffix to indicating the relative phase in the two ears; '0' for same 

phase (homophasic) and 'it' for a 180 degree (it radians) phase difference (antiphasic). For 

example, N0S0  means that the noise and signal both have the same phase in each ear, and N0S 

means that the noise has the same phase, but the signal is 180 degrees out of phase. 

fhe three conditions for Masking Level Difference (MLD) Tests are: 

Signal in phase, noise in phase at two ears (S0NO) homophasic (diotic) condition. 

Signal in phase, noise 180 degree out of phase (SoN7 ) at two ears, antiphasic 

(dichotic) condition. 

Signal 180 degree out of phase, noise in phase at two ears (SNo) antiphasic (dichotic) 

condition. 
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Figure 6: Three Conditions for Masking Level Difference 

When the same tone in noise is played to both ears, the tone is harder to detect than when one 

ear either does not get the tone, or has the tone at a different phase. Magnitude of effect 

declines above about 1 kHz, as phase-locking breaks down. 

Band-pass 
filter 

Left Ear 

Equalise levels I IAdd or Subtractl I Decision 

Band -pass 
filter 

Right Ear 

Figure 7: Durlach's Equalization and Cancellation model [181 

As shown in Figure 7, Durlach's Equalization and Cancellation model explains that when the 

same tone in noise is played to both ears, the tone is harder to detect than when one ear has 
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the tone at a different phase. Magnitude of the noise effect declines above about 1 kHz, as 

phase-locking breaks down. [181 

With SONO , subtracting (or adding the two ears) is no help in separating the signal from the 

noise. 

subtraction: (N+S) - (N+S) = 0; 

addition: (N+S)+(N+S)= 2(N+S) 

But with SNo, since the signal is positive in one ear and negative in the other, subtraction 

gives double the intensity. 

subtraction: (N+S) - (N-S) = 2S 

The value of the BMLD increases with increasing signal interaural level difference with 

increasing masker intensity level, and/or with a more-narrow masker bandwidth. A high 

degree of masker modulation may also facilitate the detection of signal in the SN0  condition. 

The BMLD can be observed for other stimuli in addition to pure tones, such as complex 

tones, clicks, and speech sounds 9]  

The differences of detectability of the various BMLD conditions are believed to be related to 

the fact that our auditory system is capable of making use of binaural cues to detect signals in 

noise, mainly the interaural temporal difference cues for low-frequency signals. Jeffress 

(1948) proposed a model to account for our ability to localize low-frequency sounds by using 

interaural time differences. In Jeffress' model, there is a network of neurons, known as 

"coincidence detectors," at the level of the midbrain that fire only when the inputs from the 

two ears reach the same neuron at the same time. A specific coincidence neuron will respond 

highest to inputs with a specific interaural time delay. Jeffress' model has been extended to 

account for the phenomenon of the BMLD by means of a cross-correlation model 91• 
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CHAPTER THREE 

DESCRIPTION OF THE HARDWARE 

3.1 BLOCK DIA GRAM OF THE HARD WARE 

The purpose of the hardware is to deliver a mixture of homophasic Signal- designated by S0  

and homophasic Noise-designated by No to one ear and a mixture either homophasic signal So 

or antiphasic signal -designated by S and Noise (N0) to the other ear depending on the 

condition provided. Two switches are being used in order to provide different gains in the 

amplifier stage for both signal and noise. Another switch is used to determine whether the 

signal is to be delivered as 5o  (homophasic) or S (antiphasic). 

The block diagram of the hardware is given in the following page. 
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Figure 8: Block Diagram of the hardware 
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3.2 DESIGN OF THE HARDWARE 

BUFFER STAGE 

Two operational amplifiers (LM 348- datasheet attached in Appendix B) are used as inverting 

amplifiers for noise and the signal input. This stage is simply used as a buffer stage. The op-

amp is connected using two resistors RA and RB such that the input signal is applied in series 

with RA  and the output is connected back to the inverting input through RB.  The non-inverting 

input is connected to the ground reference. In operation, as the input signal becomes positive, 

the output will become negative and vice versa. The amount of voltage change at the output 

relative to the input depends on the ratio of the two resistors RA and RB.  As the input moves in 

one direction, the output will move in the opposite direction, so that the voltage at the 

inverting input remains constant or zero volts in this case. If RA is 10K and RB is 10K then the 

voltage gain would be RB/RA or 1OK!1OK = 1. 

o o  

Figure 9: Inverting amplifier configuration 

AMPLIFIER STAGE 

Each op amp is combined with a CMOS Analog switch to provide with different gains. The 

op amp is configured to provide gains of 0, 6, 12, 18 and 24 db together with a 'mute' option. 

For each gain stage, a 25-turn trimpot (0-50kohm) has been used to provide the specified gain. 

This trimpots are calibrated at different levels for the required resistance. 

VJ 

H 
Figure 10: Trimpot 
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The Multiplexer/Demultiplexer 4051 is chosen as a switch in this case to act as a 

Demultiplexer. The CD4051B is a single 8-Channel multiplexer which has three binary 

control inputs, A, B, and C, and an inhibit input. The three binary signals select 1 of 8 output 

channels to be turned on, and connect the input to the one of the 8 outputs (datasheet attached 

in Appendix B). 
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Figure 11: CD4051 configuration 

OP-AMP MIXER 

The signal and the noise then are fed into an LM 348 to be summed together and produce an 

output with unity gain. Thus the output from this op amp will produce an S0N0  (homophasic) 

input to the ear. 

Rf 

Yir I 

Vin 2 

Figure 12: Op-amp summer circuit configuration 

Here, -Vout/Rf = Vin1/R1  + Vin-, /R2  

no  



For the input to other ear, the signal is fed into a CD4053B which is a triple 2-Channel 

Multiplexer/Demultiplexer having three separate digital control inputs, A, B, and C, and an 

inhibit input. Each control input selects one of a pair of channels which are connected in a 

single-pole, double-throw configuration. With this IC, the signal is selected either as 

'inverted' or 'non-inverted' input for the second summing amplifier. The selection switch A is 

used for this purpose and the rest of the switches are being set to 0. 
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Figure 13: CD4053 configuration 

The truth table below gives the selection criteria for turning on the channels of CD4051 and 

CD 4053: 

Table 3: CD4051 and CD4053 switching configuration 

(Datasheet attached in Appendix B) 

INPUT STATES "ON CHANNELS 

INHIBIT C B A CD405IB CD40538 

O 0 0 0 0 cx,bx,ax 
O 0 0 I 1 ccbay 
o 0 1 0 2 cx.by,ax 
o 0 1 I 3 cx,by,ay 
O 1 0 0 4 cy,b.ax 
o 1 0 1 5 cyb,ay,  
o 1 1 0 6 cy,bya 
O 1 1 1 7 cy,b,ay, 
1 • I NONE NONE 
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POWER SUPPLY 

The hardware requires a DC power supply of +5 Volts and -5 Volts. A power supply circuit is 

devised to deliver those. 
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Figure 14: Circuit Diagram and PCB layout of the Power Supply 
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BASIC STAMP 

The control inputs of the Demultiplexer are controlled by a Parallax chip BS1-IC. BASIC 

Stamps are small reprogrammable single board computers (SBC) that run BASIC programs 

and are made by Parallax, Inc. in US. Each BASIC Stamp comes with a BASIC Interpreter 

chip, internal memory (RAM and EEPROM), a 5-volt regulator, a number of general-purpose 

110 pins (TTL-level, 0-5 volts), and a set of built-in commands for math and 110 pin 

operations. BASIC Stamp modules are capable of running a few thousand instructions per 

second. 

The BASIC Stamp I has 8 I/O pins and 2 special serial port pins (1 input, 1 output). The 

BASIC Stamp's 110 pins are perfectly suited for digital input and output with ]ITJJCM0S 

level (0 to 5 volt). 

Figure 15: BASIC STAMP I 

Table 4: BASIC STAMP I pin configuration (Datasheet attached in Appendix B) 

Pin Name Description 
Unregulated power in: accepts 5.5 - 15 VDC (6-40 VDC on 

1 VIN BS1-IC rev. b), which is then internally regulated to 5 volts. May 
be left unconnected if 5 volts is applied to the VDD (+5V) pin. 

2 VSS System ground: connects to BS1 Serial Adapter ground for 
programming. 

3 PCO PC Out: 4800 baud serial output (TTL level) to PC. 
4 PCI PC In: 4800 baud serial input (TTL level) from PC. 

5-volt DC input/output: (Also called +5V) if an unregulated voltage 

VDD is applied to the VIN pin, then this pin will output 5 volts. If no 
voltage is applied to the VIN pin, then a regulated voltage 
between 4.5V and 5.5V should be applied to this pin. 
Reset input/output: goes low when power supply is less than 

6 RES approximately 4.2 volts, causing the BASIC Stamp to reset. Can 
be driven low to force a reset. This pin is internally pulled high 
and may be left disconnected if not needed. Do not drive high. 
General-purpose I/O pins: each can sink 25 mA and source 20 

7-14 PO-P7 mA. However, the total of all pins should not exceed 50 mA (sink) 
and 40 mA (source). 
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BASIC STAMP PROGRAMMING CONNECTIONS 
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Figure 16: BS1 Programming Connections with BS1 Serial Adapter 
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3.3 HARDWARE MANUFACTURE 

The circuit diagram of the hardware(Figure 16) was drawn in Altium 2004 (Protel DXP) in a 

.sch file. Several footprints were formed for different components to make them compatible 

with the available PCB milling machine in the School of Engineering & Logistics in Charles 

Darwin University. The schematic file was compiled to detect the circuit errors and then 

converted into a .pcbdoc file for PCB layout. The PCB was chosen to have the dimensions 

10000 x 8000 mil inches where 

-minimum track size = 15 mil inches 

-minimum via width = 80 mil inches 

-minimum via hole size = 33 mil inches 

-minimum clearance = 15 mil inches 

The PCB was routed as a two-layer board using 'Auto routing' option of Protel. The routed 

board layout is shown in Figure 17. After the board was routed, two output files (a .gbr file 

and a .drl file) was generated in order to export to the PCB milling machine. The circuit was 

then printed on the PCB. 

The components were soldered into the board and continuity was tested using digital 

Multimeter. The hardware was provided with a sinusoidal signal as input and outputs at 

different ICs were observed in the oscilloscope. After the whole circuit was working, the 

tnmpots were adjusted to obtain output levels of 0 dB, -6dB, -12dB, -18dB and -24 dB. 

The hardware was then placed into a box together with the power supply. The box has a 

power switch and a power cord output. It has two signal inputs-one for the noise and another 

for the signal itself and two outputs to go to the earphones. It also has a port attached to 

communicate serially with the BS1-IC and a port for communicating with the PC. 
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3.4 CONTROLLING THE HARDWARE 

HARDWARE 

I 
I 

CONTROL 

Figure 19: Hardware Communication 

The BS1-IC was programmed to select the control switches of the three Demultiplexers. The 

Basic stamp communicates with the PC via an RS-232 cable. The PC delivers the required 

data to the BASIC stamp by Visual Basic program. Depending on the received data the 

hardware sends 50N0  (mixture of noise and homophasic signal) or SN0  (mixture of noise and 

antiphasic signal) to the headphone. The following is an example of the communication 

program between the two processors: 

Table 5: Example Program to communicate between the PC and Microcontroller 

BS1-IC PC 

DIRS=% 11111110 OPEN "coml:1200,N,8" FOR 

AGAIN: RANDOM AS #1 

SERIN 0,N1200,("MLD") PRINT #1, "MLD"; 

SERIN 0,N1200,B2 FOR j = 1 TO 1000 

B2=B2&%11111110 NEXTj 

PINS=132 PRINT #1, CHR$(2); 

GOTO AGAIN 



CHAPTER FOUR 

SOFTWARE 

With the assistance of Mirjam Jonkman and Al Yonovitz several computer programs have 

been written to aid in the acquisition and interpretation of the results of the study. The 

purpose of the main program MLDEP.BAS is to deliver the created stimuli, obtain the EEG 

data and save into a .dat file. The software was written in VISUAL BASIC. 

4.1 ABOUT THE PROGRAM 

The program has five options to choose from: 

To show the ongoing EEG waveform 

To obtain evoked potential data 

To write the stimulus 

To save the data 

To exit the program 

For ongoing EEG, the graphics of the screen is set to show the EEG waveform. The EEG 

waveform is added to show on the screen. 

For obtaining evoked potential data, a file of 2000 random numbers (a thousand 0's and a 

thousand l's) was generated in Matlab for selecting either homophasic or antiphasic signal in 

the stimuli. The phase of the signal is made essentially random. If the signal was delivered 

sequentially as homophasic and then antiphasic or vice versa, there is high probability that the 

subjects will get familiar with the tone and the result may be affected. Thus the stimuli were 

presented in a arbitrary manner where the signal can be either homophasic or antiphasic-but 

finally there will be 2000 stimuli in total. 
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RANDOM NUMBER GENERATION 

The Matlab code for generation of a thousand 0's and a thousand l's is provided below: 

rand_zer_one = []; 
rand_zer_one(2000) = 0; 

rand_zer_one 1 = rand(size(rand_zer_one)); 

rand_zer_one = randzer_one 1; 

for i= 1:length(rand_zer_one) 

if rand_zer_one(i) <0.5 

rand_zer_one(i) = 0; 

else 

rand_zer_one(i) = 1; 

end 

end 

j =0; 

k=0; 

for i= l:length(rand_zer_one) 

if rand_zer_one(i) == 0 

j=j + 1; 

else 

k=k+1; 

end 

end 

fid = fopen('rand.txt',w); 

fprintf(fid,' %i ',rand_zer_one); 

fclose(fid); 

The file rand.txt (containing a thousand 0's and a thousand l's) was used as an input file in 

the main program MLDEP.BAS. If the value is read in as 0, the signal is non-inverted and 

vice versa. 



For writing the stimulus, the specified file is opened and the data is sent to the output address. 

For saving the data, a .dat file is created with a user specified name and saved into the 

specified location. 

SETTING UP THE INTENSITIES 

In the program the following bit patterns are used to send to the BS1-IC for setting up the 

intensities of the switches: 

Setting up the intensities of the signal: 

o db= 2 

-6 db=18 

-12 db= 10 

-18 db= 26 

-24 dB=6 

Mute=22 

Setting up the intensities of the noise: 

0 db= 2 

-6 db=130 

-l2 db= 66 

-18 db= 194 

-24 dB=34 

Mute=162 

The full coding of the software MLDEP.BAS is being attached in Appendix A section. 
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4.2 GENERATION OF THE STIMULI 

BLACKMAN TRANSFORM [20]  

Windowing is a technique used to shape the time portion of the measurement data, to 

minimize edge effects that result in spectral leakage in the FFT spectrum. By using window 

functions correctly, the spectral resolution of frequency-domain result increases. Applying a 

window to a signal in the time domain requires multiplying the signal by the window 

function. Because multiplication in the time domain is equivalent to convolution in the 

frequency domain, the spectrum of the windowed signal is a convolution of the spectrum of 

the original signal with the spectrum of the window. Thus, windowing changes the shape of 

the signal in the time domain, as well as affecting the spectrum. 

For this study, A 500 Hz stimulus has been written using Blackman transform. The Blackman 

window has good (though suboptimal) characteristics for audio work. 

In Matlab without the Signal Processing Toolbox, the Blackman window is readily computed 

from its mathematical definition: 

w = .42 - .5*cos(2*pi*(0:M1)/(M1)) 

+ .08*cos(4*pi*(0:M_1)/(M_1));  

where M is the length of the Blackman window. 

Figure 20 shows the Blackman window and its magnitude spectrum on a dB scale. 
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Figure 20: Blackman window in time domain 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

5.1 PROCEDURES 

There were six participants altogether who were aged between 18 to 40 years. This age range 

was selected to reduce the possibility of age related hearing deficits affecting the results of the 

study. The experiments were conducted by Al Yonovitz and Debbie Jones-an Undergraduate 

student in Psychology. 

The participants were asked to give approximately 1 hour of their time. Each participant was 

given a standard hearing test to determine if their hearing is within the normal range for their 

age. During the experimental session, three electrodes were placed on the scalp of the 

participant. The electrode sites were cleaned with a Medi-Swab and the rubbed with Redux 

Paste (an abrasive paste) to generate the greatest level of conductivity. The electrode caps 

were filled with Medi -Trace EEG Sol a conductive material and were then attached to the 

electrode sites, held in place with medical tape and a head cap. The electrodes were placed at 

the vertex/CZ (positive), the ipsilateral/left ear mastoid (negative) and the contralateral/right 

ear mastoid (ground). Interelectrode impedance was then obtained from the electrodes 

(5000ohms or less). Participants were seated in a sound attenuated room and given a set list of 

instructions at their seating position. Subjects were comfortably seated for 35 minutes and 

asked to "listen" to brief tonal stimuli (comfortable listening level) presented at a rate of 1/sec 

for 35 minutes. 

Each subject listened to a total of 2000 stimuli (trials). A time epoch of 500 milliseconds was 

utilised and each trial was digitised at a high sample rate of 12,800 samples per second. The 

trials were individually saved and evoked potentials were obtained. All participants were 

given feedback on their results at the end of the session. 
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EQUIPMENTS 

An IBM compatible computer is used for acquisition, interpretation and storage of data. The 

stimulus were generated with a custom built Auditory Stimulus Control Module. A set of 

audiological headphones is used to present the stimulus to participant, which is calibrated 

using standard audio calibration techniques. The level of the 500 Hz tones is below 24 dB, 

which is not a loud stimulus and possess no threat to hearing. 

A GRASS amplification system is used to amplify the stimulus and to amplify the electro-

neuronal activity that is being collected from the participants scalp. The electrodes are silver 

plated electrodes, which are commonly used for research and clinical applications. 

DATA COLLECTION & STORAGE 

All data were collected in the research and sound attenuated room used by Al Yonovitz in 

building 39, level 2. The participants' hardcopy information (consent form) will be kept in a 

locked filing cabinet for a minimum period of 5 years after the date of publication. 



CHAPTER 6 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

6.1 RESULTS 

The experiments were conducted by Al Yonovitz and Debbie Jones on six human participants 

and their evoked potential data were recorded by standard BEG technique. The graph of 

Evoked potential data of six subjects are being presented in Figure 21. 
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Figure 21: Graph of the EEG (12800 points) recorded from six participants 
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6.2 DISCUSSION 

Figure 20 shows the effects of homophasic (S0) and antiphasic (STr) tones in the presence of 

noise No. According to the participants-they could actually hear the difference between tones 

when it was presented in opposite manner (homophasic or antiphasic). 

From the plotted graph, the effect of phase reversal is not very evident for the first and fourth 

subject. For participant 3, 5 and 6-the most consistent finding was that the amplitude of the 

evoked potential was higher when the signal was presented in antiphasic manner (N0S) than 

the homophasic manner (N0S0). For participant 2, the graph is somewhat ambiguous. 

On the whole, it is obvious that there is an effect of phase reversal of signal in binaural 

hearing. However more research is needed to reach to a definite conclusion. 



CHAPTER SEVEN 

CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATION 

7.1 CONCLUSION 

The project is designed to present a unique methodology to elaborate on binaural interaction 

and the acquisition of the Evoked Potentials. The effect of phase reversal of the stimulus 

presentation is an important area of research. The aim of this project was to design a device to 

deliver stimuli in either homophasic or antiphasic way together with noise. 

I constructed the hardware, which worked as a stimulus generator. The stimulus generator is 

controlled by a PC together with a microcontroller, which determines either to deliver the 

stimuli in a homophasic or antiphasic manner. Depending on the provided condition, the 

stimulus generator mixes the signal and the noise and presents to earphones at different 

intensity levels. Subjects were presented with these stimuli, which are essentially phasic, or 

antiphasic 500 Hz pure tones delivered at a rate of 1/sec for 35 minutes to both ears and their 

evoked potential data was recorded using standard EEG technique. The comparison of the 

responses upon presentation of homophasic and antiphasic stimuli show that there is some 

effect of binaural masking level difference, however clear interpretation of these responses is 

lacking. More research needs to be conducted in this area. 

The manufactured hardware can be used for such experiments in future. The trimpots can be 

regulated at different levels to get different gain settings. The hardware can also be used to 

detect effect of noise reversal for binaural processing. 



7.2 RECOMMENDATION 

The same experiment needs to be conducted on more participants to clearly interpret the 

effect of phase reversal on auditory evoked potentials. For further experiments on human 

subjects, it needs to be ensured that the participants are chosen in such a way that their ages 

are within a certain range. Otherwise aging effect in hearing can influence the result. Each 

participant needs to undergo a hearing test before the experiments to ensure that their hearing 

level is within normal range. 
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APPENDIX A 
VISUAL BASIC PROGRAM 

'Note 500mm.txt is the blackman 500 Hz stimulus 

'xxxyyyzB is the bit pattern 

'00000010 is non invert 

'00000000 is invert 

'abcabcxbO setting the intensities 

'abc (high) is noise; abc (low) is signal 

'signal 

'0 db= 2 

'-6 db= 18 

'-12 db= 10 

'-18 db= 26 

'-24 dB=6 

'mute=22 

'noise 

'0 db= 2 

'-6 db-130 

'-12 db= 66 

'-18 db= 194 

'-24 dB=34 

'mute= 162 

OPEN "coml:1200,N,8" FOR RANDOM AS #1 

REM Note that the clock at 6 runs at 3.000000 MHz 

REM Note that the clock at 0 runs at 125,000 Hz 

REM Note that the clock at 2 runs at 3906.25 Hz 

DIM ong(615) 

DIM hbyte(12800) 

DIM Ibyte(12800) 

DIM vall(12800) 

DIM epso(12800) 
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DIM epsp(12800) 

DIM ep(256) 

DIM vep(256) 

DIM eep(256) 

DIM rdat$(2000) 

conver = 39 

upper = 2047 

lower = -2047 

timeepoch = 39 

trials = 2000 

interstim = 175000 

calev = 50 

runspeed = 6 

baseaddress% = &H378 

basead = &H220 

OUT basead + 10, 0 

OPEN "rand.txt" FOR INPUT AS #2 

FOR j = 1 TO 2000 

INPUT #2, rr 

rdat$(j) = STR$(rr) 

NEXT j 
CLOSE #2 

FORj = 1 TO 12800 

epso(j) = 0 

epsp(j) = 0 

NEXT j 

begin: 

CLS 

PRINT "MLD Evoked Potentials" 

PRINT 

PRINT "* * * * * SELECT ONE  

PRINT 
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PRINT" ONGOING BEG' 

PRINT 

PRINT" OBTAIN EP DATA" 

PRINT 

PRINT" WRITE STIMULUS" 

PRINT 

PRINT" SAVE DATA" 

PRINT 

PRINT" 5) EXIT" 

GOTO keyval 

GOTO begin 

keyval: 

a$ = INKEY$ 

IF a$ - THEN GOTO ONEEG 

IF a$ = THEN GOTO OBDATA 

IF a$ = THEN GOTO stim 

IF a$ = THEN GOTO SDATA 

IF a$ = THEN GOTO quit 

GOTO keyval 

END 

ONEEG: 

SCREEN 2 

LINE (0, 0)-(639, 0) 

LINE (639, 0)-(639, 199) 

LINE (639, 199)-(0, 199) 

LINE (0, 199)-(0, 0) 

cont: 

FORJ =OTO 614 

OUT basead + 12, 0 

FOR t = 1 TO conver 

NEXT t 

hbyte(j) = INP(basead + 5) 
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lbyte(j) = JNP(basead + 4) 

NEXT j 

FOR j =0 TO 614 

ong(j) = (((hbyte(j) AND 15) * 256) + lbyte(j)) - 2048 

NEXT j 

x = 10 

FORj =OTO 614 

PSET (x, 100 - INT(ong(j) / 21)) 

x = x + 1 

NEXT j 

FOR t = 1 TO 20000 

NEXT t 

x = 10 

FOR j =0 TO 614 

PSET (x, 100 - JNT(ong(j) / 21)), 0 

x=x+1 

NEXT j 

a$ = INKEY$ 

IF a$ = 'Q" OR a$ = "q" THEN GOTO subbegin 

GOTO cont 

subbegin: 

SCREEN 0 

GOTO begin 

OBDATA: 

reject = 0 

FOR = 1 TO 256 

ep(j) = 0 

eep(j)=0 

NEXT j 
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SCREEN 2 

CLS 

LINE (0, 0)-(639, 0) 

LINE (639, 0)-(639, 199) 

LINE (639, 199)-(0, 199) 

LINE (0, 199)-(0, 0) 

FOR jtn = 1 TO trials 

stim$ = rdat$(jtri) 

stim$ = MID$(stim$, 2, 1) 

IF stim$ = '0" THEN GOTO inphase 

IF stim$ = "1" THEN GOTO outphase 

inphase: 

PRINT #1, "MLD" 

FORJ = 1 TO 1000 

NEXT j 

PRINT #1, CHR$(82); 

GOTO stimisset 

outphase: 

PRINT #1, "MLD"; 

FORJ = 1 TO 1000 

NEXT j 

PRINT #1, CHR$(80); 

GOTO stimisset 

stimisset: 

FOR delly = 1 TO 175000 

NEXT delly 

OUT baseaddress% + 2, 14 'reset 

OUT baseaddress% +2, 8 

OUT baseaddress% + 2, runspeed 'starts the stimulus 
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F0Rj = 1 TO 12800 

OUT basead + 12, 0 

FOR t = 1 TO timeepoch 

NEXT t 

hbyte(j) = INP(basead + 5) 

lbyte(j) = INP(basead +4) 

NEXT j 

FORj = 1 TO 12800 

vall(j) = (((hbyte(j) AND 15) * 256) + Ibyte(j)) - 2048 

NEXT j 

FORj = 1 TO 12800 

IF vall(j) > upper OR vall(j) < lower THEN jtri = jtri - 1: reject = reject + 1: GOTO 

cont6 

NEXT j 

IF stim$ = "0" THEN GOTO sosum 

IF stim$ = "1" THEN GOTO spsum 

so sum 

k = 0 

FORj = 1 TO 12800 

epso(j) = epso(j) + vall(j) 

NEXT j 

FORj = 1 TO 12800 STEP 50 

k=INT(j/50)+ 1 

ep(k) = epso(j) 

NEXT j 

GOTO cont6 

spsum: 

k = 0 

FORJ = iTO 12800 

epsp(j) = epsp(j) + vall(j) 



NEXT j 
FORj = 1 TO 12800 STEP 50 

k=INT(j/50)+ 1 

ep(k) = epsp(j) 

NEXT j 

GOTO cont6 

cont6: 

LOCATE 3,30 

PRINT" 

LOCATE 3,40 

PRINT "tn ";jtni; 

LOCATE 3,50 

PRINT "rej "; reject; 

LOCATE 3,60 

PRINT "STIM "; stim$; 

REM Display System 

maxval = 0: minval = 0 

FOR j = 1 TO 256 

IF ep('j) > maxval THEN maxval = ep(j) 

IF ep(j) <minval TI-lEN minval = ep(j) 

NEXT j 

absdiff = ABS((maxval - minval) I 2) 

cont8: 

x = 10 

FOR j = 1 TO 256 

PSET (x, eep(j)), 0 

x = x + 2 

NEXT j 

x = 10 

FORj = iTO 256 

PSET (x, 100 - INT(ep(j) * calev I absdiff)) 
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eep(j) = (100 - INT(ep(j) * calev / absdiff)) 

x = x + 2 

NEXT j 

FOR t= 1 TO 10000 

NEXT t 

a$ = INKEY$ 

IF a$ = "Q" OR a$ = "q" THEN GOTO subbegin 

FOR waiting = 1 TO interstim 

NEXT waiting 

NEXT jtri 

x = 10 

FOR j = 1 TO 256 

PSET (x, 100 - INT(ep(j) * calev / absdiff)) 

x = x + 2 

NEXT j 

conti: 

a$ = INKEY$ 

IF a$ = "Q" OR a$ = "q" THEN GOTO subbegin 

GOTO conti 

stim: 

CLS 

PRINT "* * * * * Write Stimulus  

PRINT 

PRINT "Name of stimulus file:  

INPUT namestimfile$ 

OUT baseaddress% + 2, 14 

OUT baseaddress% + 2, 8 'Reset 

OPEN namestimfile$ FOR INPUT AS #3 
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OUT baseaddress% + 2, 14 'Stop generator 

OUT baseaddress% + 2, 8 

INPUT #3, runspeed 

INPUT #3, totfilelen 

FOR x = 1 TO totfilelen 

INPUT #3, d 

OUT baseaddress%, d 

OUT baseaddress% + 2, 9 'Strobe 

OUT baseaddress% + 2, 8 

OUT baseaddress% + 2, 12 'Increment counter 

OUT baseaddress% + 2, 8 

NEXT x 

CLOSE #3 

GOTO subbegin 

SDATA: 

CLS 

PRINT "* * * * * Save Data  

PRINT 

PRINT "Enter File Name: (eg NNEP.dat"; 

INPUT rfilename$ 

OPEN rfilename$ FOR OUTPUT AS #3 

FORj = 1 TO 12800 

PRINT #3, epso(j); ","; epsp(j) 

NEXT j 
CLOSE #3 

GOTO begin 

quit: 

PRINT "QUIT" 

Mup 
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DATASHEETS 
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LM348/LM248 
Quad Operational Amplifier 

Description 
TheLM348/LM248 is a true quad LM741. It consists of four 
independent, high-gain, internally compensated, low power 
operational amplifiers which have been designed to provide 
functional characteristics identical to those of the familiar 
LM741 operational amplifier. In addition the total supply 
current for all four amplifiers is comparable to the supply 
current of a single LM741 type OP Amp. Other features 
include input offset currents and input bias current which are 
much less than those of a standard LM741. Also, excellent 
isolation between amplifiers has been achieved by 
independently biasing each amplifier and using layout 
techniques which minimize thermal coupling. 

Features 
• LM741 OP Amp operating characteristics 
• Low supply current drain 
• Class AB output stage no crossover distortion 
• Pin compatible with the LM324/LM248 
• Low input offset voltage: I mV Typ. 
• Low input offset current : 4nA Typ. 
• Low input bias current: 30nA Typ. 
• Gain bandwidth (unity gain): 1.0MHz Typ. 
• High degree of isolation between amplifiers: 120dB 
• Overload protection for inputs and outputs 

14-DIP 

14-SOP 

4e_*  

Internal Block Diagram 
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LM348/LM248 

Schematic Diagram 
(One Section Only) 

 

Vcc 

IN (-) 

OUTPUT 

VEE 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Parameter Symbol Value Unit 

Supply Voltage Vcc ±18 V 

Differential Input Voltage VI(DlFF) 36 V 
Input Voltage VI ±18 V 
Output Short Circuit Duration - Continuous - 
Operating Temperature 
LM348 
LM248 

TOPR 0 - +70 
-25 +85 

°C 

Storage Temperature TSTG - 65— +150 00 



LM348/LM248 

Electrical Characteristics 
(Vcc =15V, VEE=-15V, TA=25°C, unless otherwise specified) 

Parameter Symbol Conditions 
LM248 LM348 

Unit 
Min. Typ. Max. Mm. Typ. Max. 

Input Offset Voltage Vio 
Rs!~10KQ 

Note 1 

- 1 60 - 1 0 
mV 

- - 7.5 - - 7.5 

Input Offset Current 110 
Notel 

- 4 50 - 4 50 
nA 

- - 125 - - 100 

Input Bias Current 'BIAS 
Note  1 

- 30 200 - 30 200 
nA 

- - 

- 

500 
- 

- - 400 

Input Resistance RI - 0.8 2.5 - 0.8 2.5 - MQ 

Supply Current (all Amplifiers) ICC - - 2.4 4.5 - 2.4 4.5 mA 

Large Signal Voltage Gain Gv 
RL~!21K 

Notel 

25 160 - 25 160 - 

V/mV 
15 - - 15 - - 

Channel Separation CS f = 1KHz to 20KHz - 120 - - 120 - dB 

Common Mode Input 
Voltage Range 

VI(R) Note 1 ±12 - - ±12 - - V 

Small Signal Bandwidth BW Gv = 1 1.0 - - 1.0 - MHz 

Phase Margin (Note2) MPH Gv = 1 - 60 - - 60 - Degree 

Slew Rate (Note2) SR Gv = 1 - 0.5 - - 0.5 - V/ps 

Output Short Circuit Current ISC - - 25 - - 25 - mA 

Output Voltage Swing VO(P-P) 
RL~10K Note 1 ±12 ±13 - ±12 ±13 - 

V 
RL~!21< ±10 ±12 - 

- 

±10 
- 

±12 
- 

- 

Common Mode Rejection 
Ratio CMRR RS~10KQ Note 1 70 90 - 70 90 - dB 

Power Supply Rejection Ratio PSRR I Rs~!10KQ Note 1 77 1 96 - 77 1 96 1 - dB 

Note: 
LM348: 0 < TA < +70°C LM248: -25 TA 15 +85°C 
Guaranteed by design. 
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Typical Performance Characteristics 
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Figure 2. Output Voltage Swing vs Supply voltage 
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Typical Performance Characteristics (continued) 
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Typical Performance Characteristics (continued) 
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LM348/LM248 

Mechanical Dimensions 

Package 

14-DIP 

aD 00 0.0 

6.40 ±0.20 
0.252 ±0.008 

7.62 
0.300 

\ 

3.25 ±0.20 
0.128 ±0.008 

0.20 
0.008 MIN 

 

5.08 
0.200 MAX 0.130 ±0.012 

 

50 

+0.10 
0.25 -0.05 

+0.004 
0.010 -0.002 
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Oj 
Q 

3.95±0.20 

I I 0.156 ±0.008 

0 

5.72 
I 

0.60 ±0.20 ______ 

0.225 
 

It 

Od 

a 

LM348/LM248 

Mechanical Dimensions 

Package 

14-SOP 

&01~10-d 

1.55±0.10 
0.061 ±0.004 

0.05 
MIN 0.002 

N- 

c Q 

cD 
LOC) 
co 

H 
CD 

0 
0 d 

6.00 ±0.30 
0.236 ±0.012 

1.80 MAX 
0.071 

N- 0 LO 



LM348/LM248 

Ordering Information 
Product Number Package Operating Temperature 

LM348N 14-DIP 
o + 7000 

LM348M 14-SOP 

LM248N 14-DIP 
-25 - + 85°C 

LM248M 14-SOP 



LM348/LM248 

DISCLAIMER 
FAIRCHILD SEMICONDUCTOR RESERVES THE RIGHT TO MAKE CHANGES WITHOUT FURTHER NOTICE TO ANY 
PRODUCTS HEREIN TO IMPROVE RELIABILITY, FUNCTION OR DESIGN. FAIRCHILD DOES NOT ASSUME ANY 
LIABILITY ARISING OUT OF THE APPLICATION OR USE OF ANY PRODUCT OR CIRCUIT DESCRIBED HEREIN; NEITHER 
DOES IT CONVEY ANY LICENSE UNDER ITS PATENT RIGHTS, NOR THE RIGHTS OF OTHERS. 

LIFE SUPPORT POLICY 
FAIRCHILD'S PRODUCTS ARE NOT AUTHORIZED FOR USE AS CRITICAL COMPONENTS IN LIFE SUPPORT DEVICES 
OR SYSTEMS WITHOUT THE EXPRESS WRITTEN APPROVAL OF THE PRESIDENT OF FAIRCHILD SEMICONDUCTOR 
CORPORATION. As used herein: 

1. Life support devices or systems are devices or systems 
which, (a) are intended for surgical implant into the body, 
or (b) support or sustain life, and (c) whose failure to 
perform when properly used in accordance with 
instructions for use provided in the labeling, can be 
reasonably expected to result in a significant injury of the 
user. 

www.fairchildsemi.com  

2. A critical component in any component of a life support 
device or system whose failure to perform can be 
reasonably expected to cause the failure of the life support 
device or system, or to affect its safety or effectiveness. 

6/1/01 0.0m 001 
Stock#DSxxxxxxxx 

0 2001 Fairchild Semiconductor Corporation 



CD4051 BM/CD4O51BC 
N/Our 

Dual-In-Line Packages 

CD4052BM/CD4052BC CD4053BM/CD4053BC 
sun/IN IN/ouT 

CC ti C 1Xffih1 V1 Vs* 
OUT/IN N/OUT IN/OUT 

TOP VIEW TL/F/5662-1 TOP VIEW TOP VIEW 

no 
570 

IlUrl 

0  
-0 

(DC) 
3'-.  

(D 0' 
XIs) 
mW 

C-) 
D 
0 
a, 

w 
C) 
low 

0 a, 
Cu) 
ca 

C.) 
D 
0 a, 
Cu) 

General Description 
These analog multiplexers/demultiplexers are digitally con-
trolled analog switches having low "ON" impedance and 
very low OFF" leakage currents. Control of analog signals 
up to 1 5V can be achieved by digital signal amplitudes of 
3-15V. For example, if VOD = 5V, VS5 = 0V and VEE = - 5V, 
analog signals from -5V to +5V can be controlled by digi-
tal inputs of 0-5V. The multiplexer Circuits dissipate ex-
tremely low quiescent power over the full VDD-VSS and 
VDD- VEE supply voltage ranges, independent of the logic 
state of the control signals. When a logical"l" is present at 
the inhibit input terminal all channels are "OFF". 
CD4051BM/CD4051BC is a single 8-channel multiplexer 
having three binary control inputs. A, B, and C, and an inhibit 
input. The three binary signals select 1 of 8 channels to be 
turned "ON" and connect the input to the output. 
CD4052BM/CD4052BC isa differential 4-channel multiplex-
er having two binary control inputs, A and B, and an inhibit 
input. The two binary input signals select 1 or 4 pairs of 
channels to be turned on and connect the differential ana-
log inputs to the differential outputs. 
CD4053BM/CD4053BC is a triple 2-channel multiplexer 
having three separate digital control inputs, A, B, and C, and 

Connection Diagrams 

October 1989 

an inhibit input. Each control input selects one of a pair of 
channels which are connected iria single-pole double-throw 
configuration. 

Features 
• Wide range of digital and analog signal levels: digital 

3-15V, analog to lSVpp  
• Low "ON" resistance: 800 (typ.) over entire 15V sig- 

nal-input range for VDD - VEE = 15V 
• High "OFF" resistance: channel leakage of ±10 pA 

(typ.) at VDD-VEE=lOV 
• Logic level conversion for digital addressing signals of 

3-15V (VDD-VSS=3-15V) to switch analog signals to 
15 V (VDD-VEE=I5V) 

• Matched switch characteristics: ARON=5n  (typ.) for 
VDD-VEE=lSV 

• very low quiescent power dissipation under all digital-
control input and supply conditions: 1 HW  (typ.) at 
VDD-VSS=VDD-VEE= iov 

• Binary address decoding on chip 

National Semiconductor 

CD4051BM/CD4051BC Single 8-Channel Analog 
Multiplexer/Demultiplexer 

CD4052BM/CD4052BC Dual 4-Channel Analog 
Multiplexer/Demultiplexer 

CD40531310/CD405313C Triple 2-Channel Analog 
Multiplexer/Demultiplexer 

Order Number CD4051B, CD4052B, or CD40538 

©1095 NaItonCi Sam,conduclo, CO,pO,aiion TL/F/5662 ORD.030M105/Prinlad in U. S. & 



Absolute Maximum Ratings Recommended Operating 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Conditions 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales 

DC Supply Voltage (V00) + 5 VDC  to + 15 VDC Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. 
Input Voltage (VIN) OV to VDD VOC DC Supply Voltage (VDD) —0.5 VDC  to + 18 VDC 

Input Voltage (VIN) —0.5 VDC  to  VDD  + 0.5 VDC Operating Temperature Range (TA) 

Storage Temperature Range (Ts) - 65CC to + 150C 4051 BM/4052BM/4053BM - 55'C to + 125'C 

Power Dissipation (P0) 4051 BC/4052BC/4053BC - 40'C to +85'C 

Dual-In-Line 700mW 
Small Outline 500mW 

Lead Temp. (TL) (soldering, 10 sec.) 260'C 

DC Electrical Characteristics (Note 2)  

Symbol Parameter Conditions 
—550C +25 +125CC Units - - 

Min Typ Max 
- 

Min Max 

IDD Quiescent Device Current V00=5V 5 5 150 HA 
VDD=10V 10 10 300 HA 
V00 =1 5V 

- 
20 20 600 P-' 

Signal Inputs (Vie) and Outputs (V)  

RON "ON" Resistance (Peak RL= 10 ko VDD =2.SV, 
for VEE!~VIS!~VDD) (any channel VEE=  —2.5V 

800 270 1050 1300 0 selected) or VDD = 5V, 
VEE=OV 

- - - 

VDD =5V 
V[[= —5V 
or VDD=  10V, 

310 120 400 550 0 

VEE=OV 
- 

V00 7.5V, 
V[[=-7.5V 

200 80 240 320 0 
or V00= 15V, 
V[[=OV 

- - 

RON t/'ON" Resistance RL=10kO VDD=2.5V, 
Between AnyTwo (any channel VEE= —2.5V 

10 Channels selected) Or  VDD  =5V, 
VEE=OV 

- - - 

VDD =5V, 
VEE=-5V 10 
or VDD =1OV, 
VEE=OV 

- - 

VDD = 7.5V, 
VEE=-7.5V 5 0 or VDD  =15V, 
VEE=OV 

- - 

"OFF" Channel Leakage VDD  =7.5V, VEE —7.5V 
Current, any channel 0/1= ±7.5V, l/O=OV ±50 ±0.01 ±50 ±500 nA 
"OFF" 

"OFF" Channel Leakage lnhibit=7.5V CD4051 ±200 ±0.08 ±200 ±2000 nA 
Current, all channels VDD= 7.5V, 
"OFF" (Common VEE= —7.5V, CD4052 ±200 ±0.04 ±200 ±2000 nA 
OUT/IN) O/l='OV, 

I/0 ±7.5V CD4053 ±200 1 1 ±0.02 1 ±200 ± 2000 nA 

Control Inputs A, B, C and Inhibit  

VIL Low Level Input Voltage VEE=VSS RL= 1 kct to VSS 
I IS  <2 HA on all OFF channels 
VfsVDDthrU 1 kft 
VDD=5V 1.5 1.5 1.5 V 
VDD= 10V 3.0 3.0 3.0 V 
VDD =15V 

- 
+0 
- - 

+0 
- 

+0 V 

VIH High Level Input Voltage VDD-5  3.5 3.5 3.5 V 
VDD =10 7 7 7 V 
VDD=15 Ii 

- - - 

Note ir 'Absoiute f,laoimum Ratings" are those vaiaes beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. Eacept for "Operating Temperature Range" 
they are not meant to imply that the deoices shoaid be operated at these limits. The tabie of "Eiectrrcai Characteristics' provides conditions for actaai device 
operation. 

Note 2 AU voltages measured with respect to V00 anieso otherwise specified. 



DC Electrical Characteristics (Note 2) (Continued) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions 
-4O C +25'C + 85'C 

Units - 

Min Max 
- 

Min Typ Max 
- 

Min Max 

1 1N Input Current VDD =15V, VEE=OV -0.1 
-1.0 uA 

VDD =15V, VEE=OV 0.1 10-5  0.1 1.0 HA 

'DD Quiescent Device Current VDD=5V 20 20 150 HA 
VDD=10V 40 40 300 HA 
VDD =lSV 80 1  80 600 HA 

Signal Inputs (Vie) and Outputs (Vos)  

RON "ON" Resistance (Peak RL= 10 kfl VDD = 2.5V, 
for VEE!~VIS!~VDD) (any channel VEE=  -2.5V 

850 270 1050 1200 (1 
selected) or VDD = 5V, 

VEE=OV 

VDD= 5V, 
VEE= -5V 330 120 400 520 (t 
Or VDD = 10V, 
VEE OV 

VDD = 7.5V, 
VEE=-7.5V 

210 80 240 300 0 
or VDD =l5V, 
VEE=OV 

RON ut/ON" Resistance RL= 10 kt VDD=2.5V, 
Between Any Two (any channel VEE=  -2.5V 

10 fl 
Channels selected) or  VDD  =5V, 

VEE=OV 

VDD=5V 
VEE= -5V 10 0 
Or VDD =IOV, 
VEE=OV 

V00= 7.5V, 
VEE=-7.5V 
or VDD =l5V, 
VEE=OV 

"OFF" Channel Leakage VDD =7.5V, VEE=  -7.5V 
Current, any channel "OFF" 0/I = ± 7.5V, 1/0= OV ±50 ±0.01 ± 50 ± 500 nA 

"OFF" Channel Leakage lnhibit=7.5V CD4051 ±200 ±0.08 ±200 ± 2000 nA 
Current, all channels VDD-7.5V, 
"OFF" (Common VEE= -7.5V, CD4052 ±200 ±0.04 ±200 ±2000 nA 
OUT/IN) O/l=OV 

1/0= ±7.5V C04053 ±200 ±0.02 ±200 ±2000 nA 

Control Inputs A, B, C and Inhibit 

VIL Low Level Input Voltage VEE VSS R= 1 ko to VSS 
ls<2 uA on all OFF Channels 
VIS = VDD thru 1 ko 
VDD=5V 1.5 1.5 1.5 V 
VDD=1OV 3.0 3.0 3.0 V 
VDD=15V 4.0 4.0 4.0 V 

VIH High Level Input Voltage VDD= 5 3.5 3.5 3.5 V 
VDD=IO 7 7 7 V 

VDD =lS II 11 11 V 

'IN Input Current VDD =15V, VEE=OV -0.1 -10-5 
-0.1 

-1.0 HA 
VIN=OV 
VDD =15V, VEE=OV 0.1 10 0.1 1.0 HA 

Note I: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. Except for "Operating Temperature Range" 
they are not meant to imply that the devices should be operated at these limits. The table of "Electrical Characteristics" provides conditions for actual device 
operation. 
Note 2: All voltages measured with respect to Vss unless slherwise specified. 



AC Electrical Characteristics* TA=25C, tr=tj=20 ns, unless otherwise specified. 

Symbol Parameter Conditions VlD Min Typ Max Units 

tpZH Propagation Delay Time from VEEVSS=OV 5V 600 1200 ns 
tpZL Inhibit to Signal Output RL= 1 kcf 10V 225 450 n5 

(channel turning on) CL= 50 pF iSV 160 320 ns 

tPHZ Propagation Delay Time from VEE — VSS — OV 5V 210 420 ns 

PLz Inhibit to Signal Output AL = 1 kIt 10V 100 200 ns 
(channel turning off) CL= 50 pF iSV 

- 
75 150 ns 

CIN Input Capacitance 
Control input 5 7.5 pF 
Signal Input (IN/OUT) 10 15 pF 

COUT Output Capacitance 
(common OUT/IN)  

CD4051 10V 30 pF 
CD4052 VEE=VSS=OV by 15 pF 
CD4053 10V 8 pF 

Clos Feedthrough Capacitance 0.2 pF 

Cp0 Power Dissipation Capacitance  

CD4051 110 pF 
C04052 140 pF 
CD4053 70 pF 

Signal Inputs (VIS)  and Outputs (V)  

Sine Wave Response RL= 10 kIt 
(Distortion) Its=  1 kHz 

IS 5 Vp_p  
10V 0.04 % 

VEE=VSI=OV  

Frequency Response, Channel RL=  1 kIt, VEE OV, Vls=5Vp.p 
"ON" (Sine Wave Input) 20 logio V05/V15 —3dB 

10V 40 MHz 

Feedthrough, Channel OFF" AL = 1 kIt, VEE = VSS = OV, VIS =5VP-P, 10V 10 MHz 
20 log10 V/Vi —40 dB 

Crosstalk Between Any Two RL = 1 kIt, VEE = V55 = OV, Vi3(A) = 5V 
Channels (frequency at 40 dB) 20 Iogiü V0s(B)/V15(A) = —40 dB (Note 3)  

10V 3 MHz 

tpHL Propagation Delay Signal VEE=VSS=OV 5V 25 55 ns 
pLH Input to Signal Output CL = 50 pF 10V 15 35 ns 

iSV 10 25 ns 

Control Inputs, A, B, C and Inhibit 

Control Input to Signal VEE VSS = OV, AL = 10 kIt at both ends 
Crosstalk of channel. 10V 65 mV (peak) 

Input Square Wave Amplitude = by 

tpHL. Propagation Delay Time from VEE=VSS=OV SV 500 1000 ns 

pLH Address to Signal Output CL=50PF 10V 180 360 ns 
(channels "ON" or "OFF") iSV 120 240 ns 

'AC Parameters are guaranteed by DC Correlated testing. 
Note 3 A. B are two arbdrary Channels with A turned "ON" and B OFF". 



Block Diagrams 
CD4051 BM/CD4051 BC 

CHANNEL IN/OUT 
500 

6 5 4 3 2 1 0' 
IE p 

4 2 5 1 12 1 

II jTS 

12 

- - 

TG 
- - - - 

- 

17-71 3 COMMON 
40-  - BINARY OUT/IN 

LOGIC TO - 

LEVEL 1 OF B 

CONVERSION DECODER 
WITH 

- - INHIBIT  

- ED- 

WHO-  

TG 

F7 

CD4052BM/CD4052BC 
CHANNELS IN/OUT 

3 2 I 

fl 2 

TO 

TO 

_ 

FF 

COMMONS 
OUT/IN 

MON V COM
/IN A 0-  BINARY 

- - - 

OAT 

LOGIC TO 

- 40- LEVEL 
CONVERSION 

- DECODER 
WITH  

INS 0L____ - INHIBIT 

_-I 0  
V1,  

V CHANNELS IN/OUT 

TLIF/5562-2 

5 



Block Diagrams (Continued) 
CD4053BM/CD4053BC 

IN/OUT 
V00  

h y •e 
16 

3 

OUT/IN 
BINARY TO , OR y 

1 2 
DE

OF
COOER - 

WITH INHIBIT - 

213l2  

- - TI 

15  OUT/IN 

LOU IC 
brORby 

BO LEVEL - TO 
CONVERSION 

. 

- 

TO 

- ___________________________________ 
OUT/IN 
cx OR Cy 

- 

TO 

 INHO----- 

18  
Vrs V 1  

TL/1/U6623 

Truth Table 

'Don't Care Condition. 

INPUT STATES "ON" CHANNELS 

INHIBIT C B A CD4051B CD4052B CD4053B 

o o 0 0 o OX, ov cx, bx, ax 
o 0 0 I 1 1X,1Y cx, bx,ay 
o 0 1 0 2 2X, 2Y cx, by, ax 
o o 1 I 3 3X, 3Y cx, by, ay 
o 1 0 0 4 cy,bx,ax 
o 1 0 1 5 cy,bx,ay, 
o 1 1 0 6 cy, by, ax 
o 1 1 1 7 cy, by, ay 
1 NONE NONE NONE 



Switching Time Waveforms 

V00 -  

VIS 

 /1 10% 

Vol) - 1PLH tPHL 

Vos 

SIGNAL INPUT To SIGNAL OUTPUT 

I I 
90% 

ADDRESS VOO 
INPUTS I 
ABooC 

°PLH I 

VDD 

Va5J1U% 1 

ADDRESS TO SIGNAL OUTPUT 

VOD 

IN/OUT {A

L 

OUT OUT/IN 
Vos 

IKc SOp 

INHIBIT  

Vol) 90% 90% 
INHIBIT 50/ 50% 

vos 

B  _: 'o 

 

VD 0 

Ml 

OUT/IN or IN/OUT

IS 

IN /0 UT OUT/IN 

- 1SDpF 

INHIBIT -  

HOD 
90% 90% 

INHIBIT 50% 50% 

HOD 

Vos 

10% 

TL/F/5662-4 



Special Considerations 
In certain applications the external load-resistor current may not exceed 0.6V at TA~  25CC, or 0.4V at TA>25C (calcu- 
include both V00 and signal-line components. To avoid lated from RON  values shown). No V00 current will flow 
drawing VDD  current when switch current flows into IN/OUT through AL  if the switch current flows into OUT/IN pin. 
pin, the voltage drop across the bidirectional switch must 

Typical Performance Characteristics 
"ON" Resistance as a 

"ON" Resistance vs Signal Function of Temperature for 
Voltage for TA = 25CC V00 VEE = 15V 

i IJ L 

00 

SIGNAL VOLTAGE IVAl VI SIGNAL VOLTAGE IVI VI 

"ON" Resistance as a 'ON" Resistance as a 
Function of Temperature for Function of Temperature for 
VDD— VEE=10V VDD— VEE=5V 

400 

125, 

I U.LL.0 
ISO 150 5 T 

100 

T. 
68 -6-8 -202466 

SIGNAL VOLTAGE IVI VI SAPPLY VOLTAGE IVI IV) 
IL/F/ 56A2-5 

8 

uIuh,lihluuuuul 
uluuuuuuuuulllll 

I  

I!uwuJ9lliui 
•IflhIdIIIII 
IuuuuI,l 
uIIIIlI 
III !IuIIU!!! 
IIlIIflIi 



Physical Dimensions inches (millimeters) 

0.785 

16 
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2'J1.J 

[0.64] 
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0.005 
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[3.10-0.08] 
0.125-0.200 yp 

 0.080 
[2,03j MAX 

0019 ENDS 
0.100 ± 0.0 10 TYP [2.54 ± 0.251 

Cavity Dual-In-Line Package (J) 
Order Number CD4051BMJ, CD4051BCJ, CD4052BMJ, 

CD405213CJ, CD4053BMJ or CD4053BCJ 
NS Package Number JI6A 

0.386-2 264 
9104-10061 

0.811 -0244 30 
11741-I 166 1 

1000701 I 2 3 4 1 6 7 I 
DENT .18!! MAX 
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0150-0 101 
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I 0 052-0066 
11.344-1.759 0004-0010 

I I 
0 102-12641 

L._H86j=  
ALLL0000 _______________________ 

JL :'—oT ____ 
TIPOLLLOAAS 0 001 

II 732) 
ALL LEAD TIPS 

0-203) 

Small Outline Package (M) 
Order Number CD405113CM, 
CD4052BCM or CD4053BCM 
NS Package Number M16A 
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Physical Dimensions inches (millimeters) (Continued) 
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(18.80-19.81) 0.090

i. m nt(2i86) 
INDEX 
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IC 
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Preface 

Thank you for purchasing a Parallax BASIC Stamp®  microcontroller 
module. We have done our best to produce several full-featured, easy to 
use development systems for BASIC Stamp microcontrollers. Depending 
on the Starter Kit you purchased, your BASIC Stamp model, development 
board and other contents will vary. 

This manual is written for the latest available BASIC Stamp modules and 
software as of November 2004. As the product-line evolves, new 
information may become available. It is always recommended to visit the 
Parallax web site, www.parallax.com, for the latest information. 

This manual is intended to be a complete reference manual to the 
architecture and command structure of the various BASIC Stamp models. 
This manual is not meant to teach BASIC programming or electrical 
design; though a person can learn a lot by paying close attention to the 
details in this book. 

If you have never programmed in the BASIC language or are unfamiliar 
with electronics, it would be best to locate one or more of the books listed 
on the following page for assistance. All are available, either to order or 
to download, from www.parallax.com. 

Books available in Adobe's PDF format are published for free download 
on the Parallax web site or on the CD-ROM which ships with our different 
Starter Kits. Books available in print may be purchased directly from 
Parallax or other distributors. 

In addition, there are hundreds of great examples available on the Parallax 
CD and web site (www.parallax.com). Also, Nut & Volts Magazine 
(www.nutsvolts.com  / 1-800-783-4624) is a national electronic hobbyist's 
magazine that features monthly articles featuring BASIC Stamp 
applications. This is an excellent resource for beginners and experts alike! 
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1: Introduction to the BASIC Stamp 

Welcome to the wonderful world of BASIC Stamp®  microntrollers. BASIC 
Stamp microcontrollers have been in use by engineers and hobbyists since 
we first introduced them in 1992. As of November 2004, Parallax 
customers have put well over three million BASIC Stamp modules into 
use. Over this 12-year period, the BASIC Stamp line of controllers has 
evolved into six models and many physical package types, explained 
below. 

General Operation Theory 
BASIC Stamp modules are microcontrollers (tiny computers) that are 
designed for use in a wide array of applications. Many projects that 
require an embedded system with some level of intelligence can use a 
BASIC Stamp module as the controller. 

Each BASIC Stamp comes with a BASIC Interpreter chip, internal memory 
(RAM and EEPROM), a 5-volt regulator, a number of general-purpose I/O 
pins (TTL-level, 0-5 volts), and a set of built-in commands for math and 
I/O pin operations. BASIC Stamp modules are capable of running a few 
thousand instructions per second and are programmed with a simplified, 
but customized form of the BASIC programming language, called 
PBASIC. 

PBASIC Language 
We developed PBASIC specifically for the BASIC Stamp as a simple, easy 
to learn language that is also well suited for this architecture, and highly 
optimized for embedded control. It includes many of the instructions 
featured in other forms of BASIC (GOTO, FOR ... NEXT, IF ... THEN . ..  ELSE) 
as well as some specialized instructions (SERIN, PWM, BUTTON, COUNT 
and DTMFOUT). This manual includes an extensive section devoted to 
each of the available instructions. 

Hardware 
At the time of this writing, there are currently six models of the BASIC 
Stamp; the BS1, BS2, BS2e, BS2sx, BS2p and the BS2pe. The tables below 
are provided to easily compare their specifications, followed by diagrams 
that detail the various package types of these modules. Schematics for the 
SIP/DIP packages of all models can be found in Appendix D. 
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Introduction to the BASIC Stamp 

BASIC Stamp Model Comparison Table 

Products BS1 8S2 BS2e 

Environment 70° 0(32° - 158° F) ** 00 700 C (32° - 158° F) ** 0° - 700 C (32° - 158° F) 

Microcontroller Microchip PIC16C56a Microchip PlC16C57c Ubicom SX28AC 

Processor Speed 4 MHz 20 MHz 20 MHz 

Program Execution Speed -2,000 instructions/sec. -4,000 instructions/sec -4000 instructions/sec 

RAM Size 16 Bytes (2 I/O, 14 Variable) 32 Bytes (6 I/O, 26 Variable) 32 Bytes (61/0,26 Variable) 

Stcrach Pad Ram N/A N/A 64 Bytes 

EEPROM (Program) Size 256 Bytes, -80 instructions 2K Bytes, -500 instructions 8 x 2K Bytes, -4,000 inst 

Number of I/O Pins 8 16 + 2 Dedicated Serial 16 + 2 Dedicated Serial 

Voltage Requirements 5 - 15 vdc 5 - 15 vdc 5 - 12 vdc 

Current Draw@ 5 volts 1 mA Run / 25 IIA Sleep 3 mA Run / 50 hA Sleep 25 mA Run / 200 hA Sleep 

Source/Sink Current per I/O 20 mA / 25 mA 20 mA / 25 mA 30 mA / 30 mA 

Source/Sink Current per unit 40 mA / 50 mA 40 mA / 50 mA per 8 I/O pins 60 mA / 60 mA per 8 I/O pins 

PBASIC Commands0  32 42 45 

PC Interface Serial (w/BS1 Serial Adapter) Serial (9600 baud) Serial (9600 baud) 

Windows Text Editor Version Stampw.exe (v2.1 and up) Stampw.exe (vi .04 and up) Stampw.exe (vi .096and up) 
* PBASIC Command count totals include PBASIC 2.5 commands on all BS2 models. 
*0 See below for industrial rated module information. 

Industrial-Rated BASIC Stamp Modules 

Some BASIC Stamp models come in Industrial-rated versions, with an 
environmental temperature tolerance range of -40°C to +85°C Please 
contact the Parallax Sales Team directly for the latest information 
regarding industrial-rated product availability and specifications. 

Phone: 916-624-8333 
Toll-Free 1-888-512-1024 
email: sales@parallax.com  
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1: Introduction to the BASIC Stamp 

BS2sx BS2p24 BS2p40 BS2pe 

QO 70°C(32°- 158° F)** 00 -70°C(32°- 158° F)° 0°- 70°C(32° - 158°  F) 007000(320 158° F)** 

Ubicom SX28AC Ubicom SX48AC Ubicom SX48AC Ubicom SX48AC 

50 MHz 20 MHz Turbo 20 MHz Turbo 8 MHz Turbo 

-10000 instructions/sec. -.12,000 instructions/sec. -12,000 instructions/sec. -6000/sec. 

32 Bytes (6 I/O, 26 Variable) 38 Bytes (12 I/O, 26 Variable) 38 Bytes (12 1/0,26 Variable) 38 Bytes (12 1/0,26 Variable) 

64 Bytes 128 Bytes 128 Bytes 128 Bytes 

8 x 2K Bytes, -4,000 inst. 8 x 2K Bytes, -4,000 inst. 8 x 2K Bytes, -4,000 inst. 16 x 2K Bytes (16 K for source) 

16 + 2 Dedicated Serial 16 + 2 Dedicated Serial 32 + 2 Dedicated Serial 16 + 2 Dedicated Serial 

5-12vdc 5-12vdc 5-12vdc 5-12vdc 

60 mA Run / 500 lA Sleep 40 mA Run / 350 iA Sleep 40 mA Run / 350 iA Sleep 15 mA Run / 1501.IA Sleep 

30 mA / 30 mA 30 mA / 30 mA 30 mA / 30 mA 30 mA / 30 mA 

60 mA / 60 mA per 8 I/O pins 60 mA / 60 mA per 8 I/O pins 60 mA / 60 mA per 8 I/O pins 60 mA / 60 mA per 8 I/O pins 

45 61 61 61 

Serial (9600 baud) Serial (9600 baud) Serial  (9600 baud) Serial (9600 baud) 

Stampw.exe (vi .091 and up) Stampw.exe (vi .1 and up) Stampw.exe (vi.i and up) Stampw.exe (vi .33 and up) 
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Introduction to the BASIC Stamp 

BASIC Stamp 1 

.19" (4.8mm) 

VIN 

Vss 

POO 

VDD 

L  

E 

BS1-IC 

.4" (10mm) - 

1.4" (36mm) 

amp OEM _ VA  

L
BASIC 

U3
l 

I 

-+1 (4- .1" (2.54mm) 

Figure 1.1: BASIC Stamp 1 
(Rev B) (Stock# BS1-IC). 

Figure 1.2: BASIC Stamp 1 OEM 
(Rev. A) (Stock# 27295). 
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Introduction to the BASIC Stamp 

Pin Name Description 
Unregulated power in: accepts 5.5- 15 VDC (6-40 VDC on 

1 VIN BSI -IC rev. b), which is then internally regulated to 5 volts. May 
be left unconnected if 5 volts is applied to the VDD (+5V) pin. 

2 VSS System ground: connects to BS1 Serial Adapter ground for 
programming. 

3 PCO PC Out: 4800 baud serial output (TTL level) to PC. 
4 PCI PC In: 4800 baud serial input (TTL level) from PC. 

5-volt DC input/output: (Also called +5V) it an unregulated voltage 

5 VDD is applied to the VIN pin, then this pin will output 5 volts, If no 
voltage is applied to the VIN pin, then a regulated voltage 
between 4.5V and 5.5V should be applied to this pin. 
Reset input/output: goes low when power supply is less than 

6 RES approximately 4.2 volts, causing the BASIC Stamp to reset. Can 
be driven low to force a reset. This pin is internally pulled high 
and may be left disconnected if not needed. Do not drive high. 
General-purpose I/O pins: each can sink 25 mA and source 20 

7-14 PO-P7 mA. However, the total of all pins should not exceed 50 mA (sink) 
and 40 mA (source). 

See the BASIC Stamp Programming Connections section on page 25 for 
more information on the required programming connections between the 
PC and the BASIC Stamp. 

Table 1.1: BASIC Stamp 1 Pin 
Descriptions. 
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1: Introduction to the BASIC Stamp 

Guidelines and Precautions 
When using the BASIC Stamp, or any IC chip, please follow the 
guidelines below. 

Be alert to static sensitive devices and static-prone situations. 
a. The BASIC Stamp, like other IC's, can be damaged by 

static discharge that commonly occurs touching 
grounded surfaces or other conductors. Environmental 
conditions (humidity changes, wind, static prone 
surfaces, etc) play a major role in the presence of random 
static charges. It is always recommended to use 
grounding straps and anti-static or static dissipative mats 
when handling devices like the BASIC Stamp. If the 
items above are not available, be sure to touch a 
grounded surface after you have approached the work 
area and before you handle static sensitive devices. 

Verify that all power is off before connecting/disconnecting. 
a. If power is connected to the BASIC Stamp or any device it 

is connected to while inserting or removing it from a 
circuit, damage to the BASIC Stamp or circuit could 
result. 

Verify BASIC Stamp orientation before connection to 
development boards and other circuits. 

a. Like other IC's, the BASIC Stamp should be inserted in a 
specific orientation in relation to the development board 
or circuit. Powering the circuit with an IC connected 
backwards will likely damage the IC and/or other 
components in the circuit. Most IC's have some form of a 
"pin 1 indicator" as do most IC sockets. This indicator 
usually takes the form of a dot, a half-circle, or the 
number 1 placed at or near pin 1 of the device. 

The BS1-IC has a "1" and a half-circle indicator on the 
backside of the module. Additionally, Figure 1.1 above 
indicates the pin numbering and labels. 

All BS2 series modules have a half-circle indicator on the 
topside of the module (see Figure 1.12). This indicates 
that pin number one is the first pin counterclockwise from 
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Introduction to the BASIC Stamp 

the notch. The socket that accepts this 24-pin module also 
has a half-circle or notch on one end, indicating the correct 
orientation. See Figure 1.13 for other examples. 

Half-Circle 
Pin 1 (Pin 1 indicator( Insert pin 1 Half-Circle 

I / here (Pin 1 indicator( 

BS2 0  

L 

"Dot" 
indicator( 

Insert pin I 
(Pin 1 here ' "1,  printed on PC board 

(Pin 1 indicator( 

 

II 
E l 

El 

Figure 1.12: Pin 1 Indicators 
BS2-IC shown in the correct 
orientation in relation to a 24-pin 
socket. 

Note: The Half-Circle indicator is 
also known as a Reference Notch 

Figure 1.13: Additional 
Examples of Pin 1 Indicators 
(chip and socket shown in the 
correct orientation in relation to 
each other) 
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1: Introduction to the BASIC Stamp 

BASIC Stamp Programming Connections 
We suggest using a Parallax development board and cable for 
programming BASIC Stamp modules. When these items are not available, 
you may create your own board by duplicating the following diagrams 
with your own circuits and cables. 

Be very careful to follow these diagrams closely; it is quite common for 
programming problems with the BASIC Stamp to be a result of a poorly 
made custom cable or programming connections on your applications 
board. With the programming connections for all the BS2 models, it is 
possible to reverse a couple of wires and still get positive results using 
some of the 'connection" tests our Tech. Support team tries and yet you 
still will not be able to communicate with the BASIC Stamp. It is vital that 
you check your connections with a meter and verify the pin numbering to 
avoid problems like this. 

Figure 1.14: BS1 Programming 
Connections with BS1 Serial 
Adapter 

Note: Though it is not shown, power 
must be connected to the BS1 to Rx  

program it. 
W- BS1 Serial Adapter 

fRES 

DTR 

GNU 
 

PC BS1-IC 
Serial Port Module 
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Introduction to the BASIC Stamp 

PC Serial Port 

RM  

f] 

 

SOUl VIN 
5114 VSS 

11 PC PIN 

ci P1 P14 [1 
j 

ATN 
Vss VDD 

P2 P13 [Ii 

P4 P11 

.1pF 

T CIP3 PI2 

PS PlO 
P6 P9 ci 
p7 Pa 

BS2 Family 
Module 

Figure 1.15: Programming and 
Run-time Communication 
Connections for all BS2 models. 

Note: Though it is not shown, power 
must be connected to the BASIC 
Stamp to program it. 

Also, the programming connections 
are the same for the BS2p4O. 

• 
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2: Quick Start Guide 

Quick Start Introduction 
This chapter is a quick start guide to connecting the BASIC Stamp to the 
PC and programming it. Without even knowing how the BASIC Stamp 
functions, you should be able to complete the exercise below. This 
exercise assumes you have a BASIC Stamp and an appropriate 
development board. For the latest Parallax development board selection 
and documentation, go to www.parallax.com  -+ Products - Development 
Boards. For a more detailed introduction to the BASIC Stamp Editor 
software, see Chapter 3. 

Equipment Needed 

• BASIC Stamp module 
• Compatible carrier board and programming cable 
• Power supply (wall mount or battery) rated for your carrier board. 
• 80486 or higher PC running Windows 98/NT4/2000/XP, with 

o Quantity of RAM recommended for the OS used 
o 3 MB of hard drive space 
o CD-ROM drive or Internet access 
o Available serial port - OR - 
o USB port with a USB/serial adapter 

Connecting and Downloading 
If the BASIC Stamp isnt already plugged into your development 
board, insert it into the socket. Refer to Figure 1.12 and Figure 1.13 on 
page 24 to make sure that you orient it correctly. For a complete 
listing of Parallax development boards for the various BASIC Stamp 
modules, go to www.parallax.com  and look for Development Boards 
on the Products menu. 

If you are using a Parallax development board, follow the directions 
that came with it to connect the board to the appropriate port in your 
computer. Figure 2.1 below shows the proper sequence for setting up 
with a BS1 and a BS1 Carrier Board. Figure 2.2 on page 29 shows the 
proper sequence to connect any BS2. Note: if you are using your own 
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Quick Start Guide 

development board or a breadboard, carefully follow the 
Programming Connections guidelines on page 25 before proceeding. 

* Match arrows on adapter 
and Carrier board 

Figure 2.1: BS1-IC, BS1 Carrier 
Board, and BS1 Serial Adapter 

Insert the BASIC Stamp module 
into its socket, being careful to 
orient it properly. 

Connect the 9-pin female end of 
the serial cable to an available serial 
port on your computer, then attach 
the male end to the BS1 Serial 
Adapter, Note: you cannot us a null 
modem cable. 

Plug the BS1 Serial Adapter into 
the programming header on the BS1 
Carrier Board. 

Plug a 9 volt battery into the 9 
VDC battery clip. 
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